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Ford prefect hitchhiker's guide to the galaxy
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usually claims. It actually comes from a small planet near Betelgeuse. He came to earth for a week and got stuck there for fifteen years. His minimal research told him that Ford Prefect would be a beautifully inconspicuous name. He had spent these fifteen years pretending to be an actor without a job, which was plausible enough. It was
not conspicuously large, its features were conspicuous, but not conspicuously beautiful. His hair was wiry and weeping and brushed backwards by the temples. His skin appeared to have been pulled from the nose to the back. There was something very strange about him, but it was difficult to say what it was. Maybe it was that his eyes
didn't blink often enough, and when you spoke to him for a long time, your eyes began to water involuntarily in his name. Maybe he was smiling a little too broadly and giving people the annoying impression that he was going to take care of his neck. He beat most of the friends he had made on Earth as an eccentric, but a harmless one-
on-one an unruly alcoholic with some strange habits. For example, he would often gatecrash university parties, badly drunk and begin to get over any astrophysicist he could find until he was thrown out. Sometimes he was gripped with strangely distracted moods and stared into the sky as if he were hypnotized until someone asked him
what he was doing. Then he started guiltfully for a moment, relaxed and grinned. Oh, just looking for flying saucers, he joked, and everyone laughed and asked him what fly saucers he was looking for. Green!, he answered with a nasty grin, laughed wildly for a moment and then suddenly lurked on the next bar and bought a huge round of
drinks. Evenings like this ended mostly badly. Ford came out of his skull on whisky, crouched with a girl in a corner and explained to her in washed-up sentences that, frankly, the color of the flying saucers wasn't that important. After that, dizzyingly semi-paralytic through the night streets, he often asked Police officers, if they knew the way
to Betelgeuse. The cops would usually say something like, Don't you think it's time for you to leave home, sir? I am to the baby, I try, Ford answered inevitably on these occasions. The original name of the Ford prefect is only promised in an obscure Betelgeus dialect, which has been virtually extinct since the Great Cofaster disaster.
Ford's father was the only man on the planet to survive the Great Collapsing Hrung disaster, after which he lived on Betelgeuse Five, where he fathered and uncleed Ford; In memory of his now dead race, he balted him in the old Praxibetel tongue. Since Ford never learned to say his original name, his father eventually died of shame,
which is still a deadly disease in some parts of the galaxy. The other children at the school called him Ix, which translates in the language of Betelgeuse Five to young who is unable to satisfactorily explain what a hrung is, nor why it should decide to collapse on Betelgeuse Seven. Zaphod Beeblebrox is his half-cousin. They share three of
the same mothers. For the 1938 British automobile, see Ford Prefect. Ford PrefectDavid Dixon as Ford Prefect in Episode One of the BBC TV seriesFirst AppearanceFit the First (Radio)Created byDouglas AdamsPortrayed byGeoffrey McGivern (Radio and LP versions)David Dixon (Television)Mos Def (Film)In-universe
informationNicknameIxBetelgeusian HomeworldBetelgeuse Five Ford Prefect (also known as ix) is a fictional character by British author Douglas Adams in The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy. His role as Arthur Dent's friend – and savior when the Earth is unexpectedly torn down to make way for a hyperspace bypass at the beginning of
the story – is often exhilarating, as Ford is an experienced galactic hitchhiker, explaining that he is actually an alien journalist, a field researcher for the title-leader himself, and not an out-of-work actor from Guildford, as he had previously claimed. Name Although Ford had taken great care to interfere in the Earth society, he had renounced
his preparatory research a bit and thought that the name Ford Prefect would be beautifully inconspicuous. The Ford Prefect was a popular British car made from 1938 to 1961, and Adams later clarified in an interview that Ford had simply confused the prevailing way of life on Earth. This was almost overrun in the film version, in which
Ford tried to greet a blue Ford prefect. He is rescued by Arthur and in the film version of the events the couple meets (this meeting also causes Ford to save Arthur, especially when the Vogons come to destroy the Earth). The graphics in the TV series provide a similar listing a number of names including Ford, starting with director John
Ford, Arthur Ford, newsreader Anna Ford, automaker Henry Ford, the Ford Anglia, the Ford Consul with the final name name Prefect is selected. Adams later noted that this joke was lost on US audiences, who assumed it was a typo for perfect. In some versions, such as the French (Le Guide Galactique)[1] and the Greek (), Ford's name
was changed to Ford Escort. Today, the joke is largely lost to younger audiences in britain, as the Ford prefect is now a rare sight on British roads. In the film, his last name was never given on the screen, but he is listed as prefect in the credits of the film. First name A footnote of the novel states that Ford's original name can only be
pronounced in an obscure Betelgeus dialect, which was almost wiped out by the Great Collapsing Hrung Disaster of Gal./Sid./Year 03758, a mysterious disaster that occurred on the planet Betelgeuse Seven and which Ford's father was the only survivable. Ford never learned to pronounce his original name, which caused his father to die
of shame (which is still a deadly disease in some parts of the universe). At school, he was nicknamed Ix, which translates to a boy who is unable to explain satisfactorily what a hrung is, nor why he should decide to collapse on Betelgeuse Seven. Despite all this, his cousin (in the film, TV series, and radio show they are supposed to share
three of the same mothers) Zaphod Beeblebrox calls him the first time they are reunited in all versions of the story, except for the film where Zaphod speaks him as Praxibetel Ix, then introduces him by saying: This is my half-brother, Ix... I'm sorry, sorry, Ford. Although it was not explained in the book, a footnote of the original radio scripts
explains that shortly before his arrival (on Earth) he officially registered his new name in the Galactic Nomenclaturoid Office, where they had the technology to release his old name from the fabric of space/time and thread the new one in its place, so that his name for all purposes and purposes had always been and would have been Ford
Prefect. [2] Character and role Ford takes a more existential view of the universe, sometimes bordering on joyful nihilism. He is eccentric and endlessly broad-minded – no doubt because of his vast experience of roughing it through the galaxy – and has an uncentralized and often very dark sense of humour. He is described as being able
to smile in a way that would send previously Sanish men into the trees. In his role as the leader of the universe for the often confused man Arthur Dent, he serves to connect the different elements of history. In addition to saving Arthur, he also introduces him to the other main characters such as Zaphod, Trillian and Marvin the Paranoid
Android – and numerous insane concepts, from teasers (an explanation for UFO sightings on Earth) to the Usefulness of towels. Ford's other main feature is his constant pursuit of an alcohol-fuelled good time (as opposed to Arthur's quest for a cup of tea). Although his heart is in the right place and he proves to be highly intelligent,
resourceful, and even courageous, Ford is essentially a dilettante when it comes to causes such as the search for the ultimate answer to life, the universe, and everything. Ford is about 200 years old, as supported by the books. When Zaphod steals the Heart of Gold spaceship in the first novel, it is Zaphod's two hundredth birthday. It is
later mentioned that Ford and Zaphod attended school together, even with some of the same classes, suggesting that they are about the same age. [3] He had originally planned to spend a week on Earth researching for the guide, but was stranded there for 15 years before helping Arthur escape the planet when the Vogons destroyed
him. At the end of the series' last novel, Mostly Harmless, Ford appears to have evaporated along with all the other main characters when the Vogons destroy the Earth again. However, it is suggested that he and the others may have survived. In the final episodes of the radio series, Ford and all the other main characters are brought to
safety by the Babelfish in one of his ears. The episode ends with a selection of possible results for this last-second teleportation, as the unstable nature of the part of the Earth galaxy means that there are a variety of realities in which the characters might be. The results focus mainly on Arthur, but Ford has the last (and most advanced)
way to land, drink and chat in Milliways (The Restaurant at the End of the Universe) - and flirt in Ford's case. [4] Portrayals In the original and follow-up radio series and the subsequent LP adaptation, Ford was played by Geoffrey McGivern. On television he was played by David Dixon,[5] and in the film he was played by Mos Def. In The
Illustrated Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy, he is portrayed by Tom Finnis. Richard Hope played Ford in the first stage production of The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy with Ken Campbell's The Science Fiction Theatre of Liverpool in May 1979 at the Institute of Contemporary Arts (ICA) in London. References Wikiquote contains quotes
related to: Ford Prefect , Le Guide Galactique, Denoél, ISBN 978-2-207-24914-7 - The alt.fan.douglas-adams FAQ. Zootle.net. Archived from the original on 07.09.2013. Retrieved 2013-08-29. The Ultimate Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy omnibus edition, printed by Ballantine Books ' Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy Radio Series, The
Quintessential Phase, Fit the Twenty-Sixth ' DAVID DIXON - The Dixionary Inofficial fan page. Rabid.oneuk.com. 1947-10-28. Retrieved 2013-08-29. Retrieved
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